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Snags, standing dead trees, are used by itany species of wildlife.

Despite the importance of snags their basic ecology remains unknown.

Some forest management practices eliminate snags from the forest with a

concomitant effect upon snag-dependent wildlife. My objective was to

describe the density, spatial distribution, and physical character of

snags in sera]. stands of Douglas-fir Pseudotsuga men%iesii (Mirb.)

Franco in the Oregon Coast Range.

I sampled 33 stands in Western Oregon. Natural and managed

Douglas-fir stands and riparian stands were sampled in general age

claBseB of 10, 3, 70, 100 and 2OO years. Three of these Douglas-fir

stands were research Permanent Sample P].ota (PS?).

I described snags in relation to changing vegetation (forest 8UCCS8-

sion) and the decay process of snags (snag succession). On the PSPS I

used linear regression and discriminant analysis to examine the rela-

tionships 1) between age of snags (the time since tree death) and their

phyatca]. characteristics, and 2) between past use of snags by woodpeckers

and the physical characteristics of snags (Appendix II). I used data

and equations from the PSPs for an1ysis of snags in the remaining 30



stands of the Coast Range Sample (CR5).

Populations of snags are dynamic. As the forest ages the rate of

production of snags decreases, and consequently, the density of snags

decreases from 77.0 to 7.L per acre in natural stands of Age Classes 3

and 200+, respectively. In these same natural stands, respectively,

the mean dbh of snags increased from .3 to 28.3 inches. Douglas-fir

snags compose >80 percent of total snag densities in each forest age

class. The spatial distributions of snags were random (61 percent),

aggregated (31 percent) or regular (8 percent) in natural stands of

Douglas-fir.

Individual snags are dynamic. The physical characteristics of

snags change with age and decay. The changes in physical character.

istics of snags are correlated significantly with snag age (P0.00l);

however, the aging and decaying of snags are correlated imprecisely.

Larger snags stand longer; some of the largest Douglas-fir snags 614

inches dbh) stand longer than 200 years.

The densities (standing crops) of snags in seral stands of Douglas-

fir are the interactive products of rates of production and survival

of snags. Generally standing crops of snags are composed of few

young (8ound) and old (highly decayed) snags and more middle-aged

snags (partially decayed).

Riparian stands had lower densities of snags than natural stands

of Douglas-fir. Only riparian forests had notable densities of red

alder Alnus rubra Bong snags.

The densities of snags in managed stands of Age Classes 3S, 70,

100, and 10 were significantly less than the snag densities in natural



stands of Age Classes 3, 70, 100, and 200', respectively (x2"30.3,

23.1, 7.8, 7.0; po.oi). In this study the kinds of snags in natural

and managed stands were similar. clearcutting of natural stands of

Douglas-fir, however, eliminated large, sound snags.

The effect that forest management has upon populations of snags is

a function of the intensity of management. Even though stands sampled

in this study were not intensively managed, populations of snags had

their numbers rTxced and cousositions altered. The conversion of old

stands to young stands by clearcutting had the most detrimentlal effect

upon populations of snags. The reduction or elimination of snags

through mansgement will result in the reduction or elimination of

snag-dependent wildlife in Douglas-fir forests. To maintain snag-

dependent wildlife the snag resource must be maintained through careful

management. Suggestions for snag management are given in Appendix III.
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THE CHARACTISTICS AND LJYNAMTtCS OF SNAGS IN DOUGLAS-FIR

FORESTS OF THE OREGON COAST RANGE

INTRODUCTION

Snags are standing dead trees or standing sections of dead trees

(Figures 1 and 2). In all forests agents of natural mortality kill

trees and create snags.

In the Pacific Northwest the study of snags began when fire-control

programs and salvage operations were initiated (Knapp 1212, Anon. 1929,

Keen 1929, McArdle 1931, Beal et al. 193S, Furniss 1936, Dahms 19L9).

Subsequent studies of snags revealed intricate symbiotic relationships

between wood-boring insects and wood-decaying fungi (Furniss 1937,

Kimmey and Furniss 19)3, Engelhardt 19S7, Basham and Beee 1960, Wright

and Harvey 1967). Recent wildlife studies documented the use of snags

by hole-nesting birds (Gale 1973, Jackman 19Th, Balda 197, Bull 197,

McClelland and Frissel 197). Many species of hole-nesting wildlife

depend upon snags for nesting habitat (Wight 19Th, Bright 1976). A

diverse fauna use snags (Baker 1973), but the list of species remains

incomple te.

In response to increasing demands and prices for wood fiber, the

management of forests has intensified. Intensive forest management

decreases the number of snags in forest stands. Relatedly, current

safety and fire-control regulations in the Pacific Northwest also

require the elimination of most snags from management units. The

result could be the reduction or elimination of snag-dependent species

from intensively managed forests.







The basic ecology of snags remains unknown. The objective of my

study was to describe the density, spatial distribution, and physical

character of snags in seral Douglas-fir forests in the Coast Range of

Oregon. This information is essential to the understanding of snag-

wildlife relationships, and a contribution to the definition of the

role or "niche" of snags in forest eco8ystem8.

My study was closely coordinated with a study by Mannan (1977),

who described the use of snags by birds. We conducted our studies

within the same stands. My field methods were chosen to accomodate

the sampling of both snags and wildlife used Mannan' s data in a

discussion of r,nag management.



DESCRIPTION OF STUDY AREA

The study was conducted in the central Coast Range of Oregon, On

or near the Siuslaw National Forest and about 30 miles (148 kin) west of

Corvallis (Fig. 3). Hero the Coast Range is topographically mature with

main ridge sy2tems from 1147S to 21460 feet (lsSO to 750m) in elevation.

The climate, characterized by cool, wet winters and warm, dry suiiers,

provides a productive environment for coniferous forests. Western

hemlock Tsuga heterophylla (Raf.) Sarg. and western red-cedar Thuja

plicata Donn form the climax association (Franklin and Dyrfle 1973).

The central Oregon Coast Range is forested principally with second-

growth stands of Douglas-fir established after extensive wild fires in

the 18140' s and early 1900' a (Morris 19314). Franklin and Dyrnesa (1973)

give detailed descriptions of the environmental and vegetative features

of the Coast Range of Oregon.
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Figure 3. Location of atudy area. All stands located in crosa-hatched area except numbered ones.



FIELD M1IOD5

Stand Selection. Thirty stands were in the Coast Range Sample

(crs) (Table 1); 28 of these stands were located on the Siuslau

National Forest (Fig. 3). Three stands were on Permanent Sample Plots

(PSP), located on research areas near the Siuslaw National Forest (31-

33, Fig. 3).

In the Coast Pange S:.1e (cas) the age of stands was the major

criterion for selection. The availability of similarly aged stands

varied, however, end general age classes of 10, 35, 70, 100, and 200

evolved. N!tural, naged, and riparian stands were sampled. Natural

stands were th und1turbed, naturally established Douglas-fir forests.

Managed stands in Age Class 10 were Douglas-fir plantations established

after clearcut logging. Managed stands in Age Classes 35 and 70 were

thinned and those in Age Class 100 were partially cut. None of the

managed stands were intensively managed. Riparian stands were in

undisturbed, naturally established forests along streams.

The Permanent Sample Plots (psp) were chosen because they were

near the main study area, and in the same age classes as stands in

the CR5. At Burnt Woods (31) I sampled two one-tenth acre (0.OL4ha)

plots that were established in 1959. At Black Rock (32) I inventoried

the snags on a 1-acre (0.Lha) plot that was established in 1952. The

PSPs at both Burnt Woods and Black Ro'k are measured annually for

growth and mortality. On the Willamette lTationa1 Forest (33) I studied

three 1-acre plots that were established in 1910 (Williamson 1963).

Growth and mortality were recorded every five years until 1955. The

last remeasurement was in 1970.



Table 1. The sample of stands, Western Oregon.

Kind of Kind of Age class Estimated age Elevation
sample forest of forest years Location feet (m) Exposure

Coast Natural 35 33 16Cc (iS) NE
Range (CRS) 33 Narys 1600 (5149) SE

70 72 Marys Peak 1800 (5149) SE
714 Table Mt. 2100 (6140)

100 97 Table Mt. 1700 (518) SW
106 Marys Peak 2* (610 w
112 Lobster Valley 1100 (335 SW

115 Lobster Valley 1700 (518) S

200' 200 Marys Peak 1200 (366) S
270 Lobster Valley 1250 (381) SW
290 Lobster Valley 1300 (396) E
310 Marys Peak 2900 (8814) N
390 Marys Peak 1300 (396) N

14145 Marys Peak 2000 (610) N

Managed 10 5 Marys Peak 1900 (579) N
10 Marys Peak 3000 (915) S
12 Table Mt. 1600 (1488) SE
15 Lobster Valley 1000 (305) E
15 Table Mt. 1500 (1457) E
15 Table Mt. 1900 (579) E

35 33 Harlan 700 (213) S

70 55 Table Mt. 900 (2714) S



Table 1 (continued)

'0

Kind of Kind of Age class Estimated age Elevation
sample forest of forest years Location feet (m) cposure

Coast Managed 100 105 Ic;' v Uy 1200 C 366) NW

Range (CR5)
(continued)

107 Table 1700 (18) SE

Riparian 70 67 Black Rock 750 (229'j

100 95 Harlan 400 (122)
120 Marys Peak 500 (152)

200 200 Marys Peak 900 (2Th)
290 Marys Peak 1100 (335)
i.10 Marys Peak 1000 (305)

Permanent Natural 35 I-il Burnt Woods 600 (183) w
Piots(PSP)

70 62 Black Rock 1300 (396) S

100 120 Willamatte 700 (213) N
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Stand Samp1irg. In natural stands of the CRS I laid out line-

point transects on compass lines and established sample pointa by

pacing. In young, dense stands the distance between sample points

was 100 feet (31m), and in older, open stands it was either iSO or

200 feet (146 or 6lm). At each sample point I measured the horizontal

distances to a maximum of two snags. The sample snags were the closest

snags within a radius of one-half the distance between sample pOiflt8.

The density of snags was calculated from these distances (Appendix I).

I also used the point-to-snag distances to determine the spatial

distributions of snags (Pielou 1959). I determined this characteristic

because spatial distribution is basic to the ecology of any population.

In addition, the spatial distribution of snags influences the habitat

selection of some species of woodpecker (Bull 1975).

In managed stands of the CRS I established plots using cutting

boundaries to delineate their sizes and shapes. Plot sizes averaged

6.2 acres (2.Sha) in thinned and partially cut Btaflda and 145 acres

(lB.Oha) for clearcuts. All snags within the plots were counted and

densities of snags calculated.

To describe the stand environment for snags and wildlife I sampled

and described the vegetation at five established points on each

transect. In natural stands of the CR5 the five points were randomly

selected from stratified physiogonomic groups (exposure, slope position)

in proportion to their frequency within the stand. In managed and

riparian stands the sample points were systematically selected from

lines previously established within stands.

The vegetative sample was identical for all CR5 stands. I used

the line-intercept method to determine the percent cover of the



shrub and herb layers (Daubenmire 1968) and to estimate a cover class

(Braun-B1ancp.et 1932) for the high-tree and low-tree layers. The

density of trees by species was calculated from 0.1-acre (O.OLiha) or

0.2-acre (0.O8ha) plots centered at the sample points. I measured

the diameter breast height (dbh, 1 feet (l.Ipn))of trees using a

diameter tape and the heights of trees and ehziths using a range pole

and Spiegel Relaskope (Curtis and Bruce 1968). The volume per acre

of down logs was calculated from measurements of the end diameters of

logs that were intersected by the line laid out for cover estimation

(Howard and Ward 1972).

On the PSPs all snags within the plots were counted and densities

of snags calculated. The snags were described and measured as they

were in the CRS. Vegetation was not sampled on the PSPs.

Description of Sample Snags

I described each snag by species, dbh, height, percent of bark,

condition of branches, condition of decay, condition and diameter of

top, presence of fungal aporophorea, and activity of wood-eating

insects (Table 2). Only snags 3. inches (8.9cm) dbh and 2lI feet

(1..pn) in height were sampled.

I sampled 11 species of snags. These species were divided into

three groups: Douglas-fir only; other coniferous species-western

hemlock, western redcedar, grand fir Abies andia (Dougi.) Lindi.,

noble fir Abies procera Rehd., and western yew Taxua brevifolia Nutt.;

and deciduous species-red alder Alnus rubra Bong., bigleaf maple Acer

macropyUua Purali, Pacific dogwood Cornus nuttallii Audex T. & G.,

11



X 206 62.8

bark cover

branches

BARK (actual)
I 100 percent

II 80-99
III 50-79
IV 20-149

V 19- 0

I all Intact BCI
II many, fine gone BCII

III few, medium and large only BCIII
IV stubs only BCIV
V none BCV

top Top
pointed (PT)
broken (BT)

12

Table 2. The classes and codes of the physical characteristics of
snags, Coast Range Sample and Permanent Sample Plots,
Western Oregon.

Code of variable in
Characteristic Class regression eua tiona

species Douglaa-fix sPi
Other coniferous SP2

dbh

Deciduous 3P2

DIBH (actual)
I 14- 7 Inches 10- 18 cm

II 8-12 20- 31
III 13-18 33- 146
IV 19.28 148 71
V 29-14.3 714-109

VI 1414-6 112-160

height

VII 614 163k

HT (actual)
I 15-. 214 feet 14.6- 7.3 m

II 25- 314 7.6-10.14
III 35- 149 10.7-114.9
Iv 50- 614 15.2-19.5
V 65- 79 19.8-214,1

vi 80- 99 214.14-30.2

VII 100-1314 30.5-140.9
VIII 135-169 141.2-51.5
IX 170-205 51.8-62.5



Table 2 (continued)

Code of variable in
Characteristic Class regression eqnation5

funga].

sporophore CONK
f !oms pinico].a FOPC

external decay
bark

1 all
2

3

falling

6

7 gone

internal decay 0 aapwood and h.artuood sound
1 aapwood decayed and heartwood DC1S

sound, or sapwood BOund and
heartwood decayed

2 sapwood and heartwood decayed DC16

age AGE
year claseesa

age c].aasesb

1 0-13
2 lL-28
3 29

past use by
woodpeckeraC USE

1 no sign of use
2 sign of foraging

3 cavities present

Agea known on Permanent Sample Plots; ages predicted for Coast
Range Sample.

bAges predicted for Coast Range Sample.
°Samp].ed on Permanent Sample Plots only.

}an.

falling

gone

DC]1

13
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golden chinkapin Castanopis cbrjosophylla (Dougi.) A. DC., and Pacific

madrone Arbutus menziesii Pursh. I measured the dbh of snags with a

diameter tape and the height of snags using a range pole and Spiegel

Relaskope. The condition of the top was recorded as either pointed

or broken. Diameter of the top was measured with a Spiegel Relaskope.

Condition of branches was recorded as the number of branches by size

(estimated diameter at bole) remaining on the snag. Stubs were any

broken branches less than two feet (O.6m) In length still attached to

the bole. At distinct breaks along the bole the cover of bark was

estimated as 0, 2, 0, 75. or 100 percent, then euøned and calculated

as a percent of the height of the snag. For each snag I subjectively

described the condition of decay of wood by moisthre context, hardness,

color, and type of decay. I sampled the lower bole by chopping into

snags near breast height (Wright and Wright 19514). I estimated the

condition of decay of the upper stem from the best available vantage

point, noting missing bark, exposed or missing sections of sapwod,

and exposed portions of the heartwood. I recorded 12 species of wood-

destroying fungi of snags (Appendix I).

I also defined two types of snags: stand and remnant. Stand

snags are produced in current stands. Remnant snags persist in current

stands, but are the remains of trees from previously burned or logged

stands. Characteristically remnant snags are very large and highly

decayed.



ANALYTICAL METHODS

During the development of a Douglas-fir forest, two major factors

affect populations of snags: natural mortality of trees and decay of

individual snags. Natural mortality of trees produces snags. Mortality

of trees decreases with increasing stand age and increases with the

den8ity of the stand (Faille' 1970). The type of mortality changes

from density-dependent to density-independent with Increasing stand

age (Staebler 1953). Snags, once produced, undergo a complex process

of decay or snag succession. The amount of decay increases with aging

of snags (the time since death of the tree) and ultimately determines

the rate of survival and longevity of snags (Kimmey and Furniss l9L3,

Wright and Harvey 1967).

Clearly, both the quantity and quality of snags are dynamic.

Some characteristics of snag populations change during forest succession.

In developing an analytical approach for populations of snags, my

perspective was snags as products of forest succession. Other physical

characteristics of individual snags change with the aging and decaying

of snags. In developing an analytical approach for individual snags,

my perspective was snags in stages of snag succession.

Classification of Characteristics of Snags

To relate the size of snags to seral stands, I developed generalized

classes for dbh and height (Table 2). Five of seven dbh classes were

related to the dbhs of the largest living Douglas-fir trees in natural

stands of Age Classes 35, 70, 100 and 200 (Fig. L1). In addition, DBH
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Figure L. Classification of dbhs ano. heights of snags from the structure of natural stands
of Douglas-fir, Coast Range Sample, Western Oregon.
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Class I, 14 to 7 inches (10 to 18 cm), contains trees that are currently

umnerchantable, and DBH Class II, 8 to 12 inches (20 to 30 cm), COfltain8

the smallest trees that are currently merchantable. Ten height classes

of snags were related to the average heights of shrub, low-tree, and

high-tree layers within natural stands of Age Classes 3, 70, 100, and

200k (FIg. 14).

I also developed genera].ied classes for condition of decay,

condition of branches, and percent of bark (Table 2). The definitions

of classes for decay, branches, and bark were based upon uq observations

and the literature (Kiimiey and Furniss 19143, Wright and Wright 19S14,

Kinney 19%, Wright and Harvey 1967).

I developed seven decay classes, 1 to 7, based upon advancing

deterioration of bark and sapwood. These classes were defined from

measurements and descriptions of the external condition of decay. I

also developed three decay classes, 0 to 2, based upon advancing

deterioration of the sapwood and heartwood. These classes were defined

from descriptions of the internal condition of decay at the base of

snags. These two sets of decay classes were combined to form a decay

continuum of 21 classes (Fig. ). Snags generally begin the decay

process with all bark and sound sapwood and heartwood (10), and they

end the decay process with no bark, no sapwood, and decayed heartwood

(72); however, the path of the decay process varies with each snag.

Thiring the process of wood decay, the bark and branches of snags

fall. I used five classes, I to V, to define the advancing deteriora-

tion of branches (Table 2). The number of branches remaining on snags

decreases with aging and decaying; the smallest branches break and



0
Sapwood &
heartwood decayed

a)

Or1

r-Ij

.4)

r4
b1 0

Sapwood &
heartwood sound

Sapwood decayed &
heartwood sound, or
sapwood sound &.

heartwood decayed

2

Decay classes

Bark all falling
Sapwood all falling

Advancing external decay: slougning of bark and sapwoodb

Figure . Classification of conditions of decay of snags, Coast Range Sample, estern Oregon.

none
none

agased upon descriptions of the color, wetness, hardness, and type of decay of wood at the base of snags.
bBased upon descriptions and measurements of the cover of bark and sapwood of snags. i_i



fall before larger limbs.

Analysis of Snag8 on the Permanent Sample Plots

The objectives of the inventories of PSI's were to 8tudy time-

specific mortility (the rates of production of snags) in seral atand

of Douglas-fir and to study the decay of snags in relation to the

age of snags For the latter objective I used data from the PSPs to

test the hypothesis that the physical characteristics of snags predict

the ages of snags. I described the condition or state of decay of

snags by their physical characteristics I reasoned that if the

physical. characteristics of snags predicted the age of snags, then

age alone would be a powerfz]. descriptive variable of the condition

or state of decay of snags, and a distribution of ages of snags would

empirically represent a distribution of states of decay in a population

of snags. I assumed that the process of decay of snags began at time

of death of trees.

I used stepwise linear regression to build predictive models

for the PSI's at Burnt Woods, Black Rock and Willainette (Draper and

Smith 1966). The dependent variable was age of snags and the

independent variables were the physical characteristics of snags

(Table 2). For each PSP I selected the model that used the fewest

variables to predict age most precisely.

For the Willamette PS? an additional analysis was conducted with

stepwise discriminant analysis (Kiecka l97). Age classes of snags

were predicted by physical characteristics of snags. The age classes

of snags were 0-13, 113 to 28, and 29 years.
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On the PSPs I also recorded the past use of snags by woodpeckers.

The data were not species-specific. I used stepwise discrimirtant

aflaly8is to examine the relationships of use of snags: by woodpeckers

and the age and physical characteristics of snags (Appendix II).

Analysis of Snags in the Coast Range Sample

To obtain distributions of ages: of snags I applied the Burnt

Woods, Black Rock, and Wiflametti' regre8sion models to natural and

managed stands of Age Classes 3, 70, and 100 respectively, of the CRS.

To obtain distributions of age classes of snags I applied classification

functions from the Willamette PSP to natural and managed st8nds of

Age Class 100 of the CR5. I assumed that the stands and snags of the

PSPs were representative of the stands and snags of the CR3.

The PSP models that predicted the ages of snags were not applicable

or not useful for analysis of snags in Age Class 200+ and for snag

species other than Douglas-fir. These parts of the CRS were analyzed

with cluster analysis, a computer-based, multivariate analysis: that

groups snags with similar physical characteristics I defined the

clusters as general, but dis:tinguiahable, stages or states in the

process: of decay of snags and termed them decay groups: (Fig. 6).

The 114 decay groups were defined by both size (dbh) and state of

decay. The definition of the decay groups were based upon Douglas-

fir snags because this species composed over 7 percent of all sample

snags. The same definitone were applied to other species of snags

even though the process of decay varies by species (Kiiimey and Furniss

19143). To obtain distributions of decay groups, I applied the
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State of decay
(1st digit) Phpica]. characteristics of snags

1-

14- Snags with sapwood intact and sapwood and heartwood
decayed.

5- Snags with sapwood falling or gone.

Size of snags
(2nd digit)

-1

-2

3

Snags with pointed tops and all branches, including
fine and small ones.

(a)Snags with broken tops and most branches, excluding
fine ones; (b)snags with pointed tops and some
branches, excluding fine and small ones.

(a)Snags with sapwood intact and sapwood and heartwood
sound; (b)snags with apwood intact and eapwood

decayed and heartwood sound.

Snags 14 to 7 inches dbh.

Snags 8 to 18 inches dbh.

Snags l9 inches dbh.

Classifying
variables5

Figure 6. Definition of decay groups of snags, Coast Range Sample, Western Oregon.

asee Table 2 and Figure 5 for details.

Decay groups
of snags
(two digits)

PT; BCI,II. 11 12 13

(a)BT; BCII 21 22 23
(b)PT; BCIII,IV
& V.

(a)Decay Classes 31 32 33
20, & 30.

(b)Decay Classes
21, & 31.

DBH Class I.

tH Classes II, III.

DBH Classes IV, V,
VI, & VII.

Decay Classes 12, 14]. 142 143

22, & 32.

Decay Classes 140, 52 53
141, '142, 50, 1,
52, 60, 61, 62,
70, 71, & 72.



definitions to snags in natural, managed, and riparian stands of Age

Classes 100 and 2001, and to species of snags other than Douglas-fir.

I aseuaed that a series of decay groups was generally correlated with

aging or snags.
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RESULTS

Changet in Vegetation during Forest Succession

During the growth of a natural Douglas-fir forest the structure

(Kershaw 1973: 5) of vegetation changes. In stands of Age Class 35

the dense overstory of Douglas-firs heavily shaded the forest floor,

thus inhibiting the development of the undératory (Fig. 7). With

increasing stand age, however, the overstory of Douglas-fir opened

and the understory developed. In natural stands of Age Classes 100

and 200' the understory stratified with the growth of herbs and woody

shrubs and the establishment of late-successional species of trees.

In managed stands the overstory of Douglas-fir was opened faster than

in natural 8tands, thus accelerating the growth of the herbaceous

layer. The understory of managed stands, however, was less stratified

because most deciduous trees, most coniferous trees other than

Douglas-fir, and most overtopped Douglas-fir were cut, and many

woody shrubs were disturbed.

Changes in Populations of Snags during Forest Succession:

Factors in the Production of Snags

Permanent. Sample Plots. In dense, young stands of Douglas-fir

on the Burnt Wood$ PS?, heavy mortality of trees produced a large

number of snags, about 300 snags per acre (7l]. per ha) at age lii

years (Fig. 8). As the stand grew older the density of trees

continued to decrease but at a slower rate. The density of snags
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Figure 7. Plant oolaTxunities in aeral stands of Douglas-fir,
Coast Range Sample, Western Oregon.

ajor species in higbtree/low-trse/ahrub/herb layera.
AGMA Acer inacrophyllum ALRU Alnus rubra PE Paeudotsua meniesii
TSHE Teuga heterophyUa ACCI Acer circ natum COlflJ Cornus nuttallii
RUSP Rubus apectabilie VAPA Vaccinium parvifolium
BiE Berberis nervosa GASH Gaultheria shaflon
Pc4U Polystichua munitum PTAQ Pteri4ium aquilinuin
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foUowed a similar pattern, decreasing to 86 per acre (212 per ha) at

Black Rock, age 62 years, and then to Th per acre (35 per ha) at

Willamette, age 120 years.

Figure 8 shows that over the life of a Douglas-fir stand the

density of trees decreased at a regular rate. The rate of natural

mortality of trees (rate of production of snags), however, was erratic

during 1- to S-year periods (Fig. 9). Despite variability, the overall

rate of production of snags decreased with the age of the stand. In

this study I used the rate of natural mortality of trees as equivalent

to the rat. of production of snags; however, the equivalency of these

rates decreases during forest succession. In older stands (>70 years)

a higher proportion of mortality occurs by windthrow of trees, but

windtbrow does not produce snags. Consequently as forest succession

progresses the rate of production of snags becomes increasingly lower

than the rate of mortality of trees.

On the PSPs the mean dbh of dead trees (snags) increased with the

age of the stand; however, the mean dbha of snags averaged about six

inches (15 cm) less than the mean dbhs of live trees in the stand (Fig.

10) The ranges in the dbhs of snags also increased with the age of the

stand (Fig. 10). In stands 50 years old only overtopped trees died.

In older Douglas-fir stands (% years) trees of all sizes died,

overtopped to dominant, and thus the dbhs of snags ranged widely.

Coast Range Sample. In natural stands of the CR5 the density of

snags decreased from 77 per acre (196 per ha) to about 6 per acre

(15 p*t ha) at stand ages 33 and IilS years, respectively (Fig. U). The

density of snags on the PSPs was higher than in similarly aged stands of
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Figure 9. Rates of natural mortality of trees (rates of
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Figure U. Density of snags (3.S inches (9cm) dbh only) in seral stands of Douglas-fir,
Coast Range Sample, Western Oregon.
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the CRS because the density of, trees was higher on the PSPs.

In natural stands the mean dbhs of stand snags of Douglas-fir

increased with aging of the stand, but the mean dbhs of remnant snags

were similar in all age classes of stands (Fig. 12). The distribution

of dbhs of stand snags shifted from a predominance of small snags

(t7 inches (].8 cm) dbh) in Age Class 3 to a predominance of large

snags (l9 inches (148 cm) dbh) in Age Class 2OO (Table 3). The range

in dbhs of snags was greatest in stands of Age Class 200.

Within natural Douglas-fir stands of the CR5 most populations of

snags (62 percent) were randomly distributed (Table 14). Moat of the

significantly nonrandom distributions (80 percent) were aggregated. The

calculation of density from point-to-snag distances assumes random

distributions in populations; therefore, in the CR8 nonrandomness did

not greatly affect the precision of estimations of snag density.

Cutting within managed stands of the CR5 not only decreased the

number of trees, but also decreased the number of snags. The density of

snags in managed stands of Age Classes 3, 70 100, and 10 was signifi-

cantly less than the density of snags in natural stands of 3S, 70, 100,

and 200", respectively (x2B30.3, 23.1, 7.8, and 7.0, respectively;

pco.oi) (Fig. U). The density of snags in Age Classes 10 and 200" was

compared because the stands in Age Class 10 wire established after

clearcut logging of stands of Age Class 200.

In riparian forests of the CR6 the populations of snags were

characterized by low density (Fig. U) and high variety of species. The

highest density of snags, U per acre (27 per ha), was in Age Class 70.

Between the ages of 100 and 1.400 years, the density of snags varied from
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Table 3. Distribution of snags by dbh in seral stands of Douglas-fir,
Coast Range Sample, Western Oregon. Natural stands only.

DBH Percent of snags in each dbh class by age class
Classes of forest, years

f

I

aa 1.8

I ::

9.14

12.2

12.2

21.6

27.0

12,2

33

3S 70 100

141.3

148.1 0 .0 113.14

14.14 314.8 3 .14

0.9 6.6 21.0

2.1 10.3

13.3

0.7 .1



Table 14. Spatial distribution of snags in 8eral stands of Douglas-fir, Coast Rang. Sample, Western Oregon.
Natural stands only.

5Density of snags inches only.
bDensity including snags <3.5 inches.
°Pielou (1959), (E)A-0.971 when populations random and number of sample distances (N)m35.
dHjgh].y significant (P<0.O1), other distributions are random.

of forest, years

Density of nag, per acre (per ha),
estimated from:

nOnrandômneas, Ac nonrandom distributionddistances5
Age class Point-to-snag Index of Kind of

Circular plots

35 142.7 (105.5) 62.0 (]$31)b
1.037

147.7 (117.8) 92.0 (2272)b 1.51j6* Aggregated

mean 145.2 (111.6) 77.0 (190.2)

70 145.2 (111.6) 52.0 (128.14)
76.0 (187.7) 76.0 (187.7) 1.281

mean 60.6 (1149.7) 614.0 (158.1)

100 10,14 (25.7) 21.1 (52.1) 1.5O5* Aggregated
12.14 (30.6) 21.0 (51.9) l.14O7 Aggregated
20.0 (149.14) 21&.7 (61.0) 1.117
35.3 (87.2) 25.0 (61.8) 0.5143 Regular

mean 19.5 (148.2) 22.9 (56.6)

2O0 3,14 (8.14) 3.2 (7.9) 0.859
14.2 (10.14) 7.2 (17.8) 1.127
5.14 (13.5) - - -
7.1 (17.5) 15.2 (37,5) 1.797 Aggregated
8.6 (21.2) 7.8 (19.3) 0.863

15.5 (38.3) 13.8 (314.1) 0.714].

mean 7.14 (19.3) 9.14 (23.2)



2 to 1 per acre (5 to 10 per ha). Only riparian forests had notable

densities of red alder snags.

Changes in Physical Characteristics of Snags with Decay:

Factors in the Deterioration of Snags

Permanent Sample Plots. Once produced, snags age and decay. On

the PSPs the age-specific densities of snags are known (Fig. 13). These

densities empirically represent the standing crops of aga by age in

seral stands of Douglas-fir. Furthermore standing crops of snags

illustrate the net effects of mortality of trees, which produces snags,

and decay of snags, which destroys snags.

The interaction of production and deterioration of snags changes

with aging of stands, and consequently the character of standing crops

of snags changes. In general the standing crop of snags in Douglas-fir

forests had few young and few old snags, and many middle-aged snags

(Fig. 114). Fewer young snags existed because the rate of production of

snags decreases with increasing stand age (Fig. 9). Fewer old snags

remained because snags decay and fall (Figures 15, 16, and 17; see next

section for derivation of these figures). The continuous decay and

eventual fall of snags is defined as snag succession. The rate of

survival of snags decreased with snag succession, but larger snags

survived longer (Fig. 18). In successively older forests older aged

snags were present because in older stands larger snags are produced and

larger snags stand longer. The size of the standing crop of snags in

seral stands of Douglas-fir decreased d'ing forest succession because

the rate of production of snags decreases.
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During forest succession:

Density of trees high low

Size of trees small large

Vortality of trees - density-dependent density-independent

Rate of production of snags high low

Size of snags small large
Rate of survival of snags low high

Density of snags high low

Snag succession

35 70 100
Age class of stand, years

Figure hi. Generalized standing crops of snags in seral stands of Douglas-fir, Western Oregon.
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Figure l. Dnag succession: decay of snags with time, Coast Range Sample, Western Oregon.
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Figure 13. O.ves of survival of Douglas-fir snags by DBH Classes, I to VII, Western Oregon.
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of remnant snags in Coast Range Saiple.



The standing crops of snags in Figure lIt are products of the rates

of production and survival of snags (Table 5). The densities of snags

calculated fraça these rates are higher than the saiqle densities of snags.

This overestimation of densities, especially in Age Classes 100 and

200, is due mainly to the overestimation of the rate of production of

snags The rate of production of snags is overestimated in these older

age classes because mortality of trees by windthrow is prevalent, but

windthrow produces no snags. According to my calculations the densities

of snags in Age Classes 100 and 200k would be about twice as great

(1i2.7 instead of 19.5 and 1It.5 instead of 7.It, respectively) if trees

died and remained standing rather than dying and falling by windthrow.

The overestimation of rate of snag production, however, does not destroy

the successional relationship among standing crops of snags because, as

shown, the rate of production of snags in Douglas-fir forests continues

to decrease with increasing stand age.

On the PSPs the physical characteristics of snags were highly

significant predictors of the age of snags (P0.001), although the

precision of the predictions decreased from tl.5 to ±12.14 years with

increasing stand age (Table 6). The conditions or states of decay of

snags, however, were not empirically respented by the age of snags.

Two different kinds of variables described the physical character

of Snags: variables of size (DBH and HT) and variables of decay (all

remaining variables), Variables of decay were less correlated with the

age of snags than variables of size (Appendix I); therefore, age-

specific standing crops of snags did not precisely represent standing

crops of snags by states of decay. Even the correlation between



Table 5. Calculation of standing crops of snags in seral stands of
Douglas-fir, Western Oregon.

Age class
of forest, Snag age,
years years5

Standing
crop, snagsid per acree

8Midpoints of 5- 10-, 10-, and 20-year Intervals for Age Classes 35,
70, 100 and 200 , respectively.

b5irvjyal curves I, II, III, and V for Age Classes 35, 70, 100, and
200', respectively (Fig. 18),

CFive..point running average of rate of snag production (Fig. 9),
extended to Age Class 2O0.

dMean density of snags at midpoint of intervals.
efl times 5, 10, 10, and 20 for Age Classes 35, 70, 100, and 20(Y',
respectively.

143

3S 2
7

12
17
22

0.97
0.80
0.142
0.06
0.01

26.00
32.50
38.50
145.50
52.50

25.220
26.000
16.170
2.730
0.530

lxu 70.650 353.220

70 5 0.96 2.00 1.920
15 0.65 14.50 2.930
25 0.15 12.00 1.800

35 0.02 22.50 0.1j50
145 0.01 35.00 0.350

]xbc 7.1450 714.500

100 5 0.97 1.00 0.970
iS 0.83 1.25 1.0140
25 0.57 1.75 1.000
35 0.27 2.00
145 0.08 14.50 0.360
55 0.03 12.00 0.360

t1mx 14.270 142.700

2O0 10 0.98 0.15 0.1147
30 0.81 0.25 0.203

0.146 0.140 0.1814
70 0.20 0.55 0.UO
90 0.09 0.70 0.063

110 0.02 0.90 0.018
tixmx 0.725 114.500



Table 6. Analysis of the relationships between the age of snags (I) and the physical characteristics
of snags (Xs) using atepwise multiple linear regression, Permanent Sample Plots, Western Oregon.

Highly significant, P(0.00l.

Stand age, Standard error
Plot years Equation of estimate, s R2

Burnt Woods Iii Y'.17.67-0.]5HT+2.3I4DC1LI-0.98DBH+S.91FOPC ±1. 0.860 93 .8

Black Rock 62 Y.l8,12-b,10BCI-1.714TOP-0,72DBH+.50F0PC ±2.9 0,686 39.9

Wiflainette 120 -2S.96+.98DC1h-0.21HT ±l2.1 0.3142 10.l
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variables of size and snag age decreased with aging of stands; thus the

predictions of age of snags also decreased with increasing stand age.

In the 141-year-old forest at Burnt Woods the smaller the dbh and height

of snags the older their age8. The size of snags varied slightly

because suppression affected only the smaller trees of the stand. In

older Douglas-fir forests at Black Rock, age 62 years, and at Willamette,

age 120 years, however, the correlation between age and size of snags

decreased because agents of mortality kill trees of all sizes.

Coast Range Sample. In natural and managed stands of Age Classes

3S, 70, and 100 the ages of snags were predicted from regression models

developed on Burnt Woods, Black Rock, and Wilamette PSPs, respectively.

In these stands of the CRS, in general, the distribution of predicted

ages of snags bad few young and old snags and many middle-aged snags;

however, with increasing stand age older aged snags were represented

(Fig. 19). Remnant snags were by definition older than the stands in

which they occurred.

The number of year classes of snags in natural and managed stands

of Age Classes 3f, 70, and 100, respectively, was not different (all

teats x2<1.0). The standing crops of snags in managed stands, however,

were altered by cutting. Younger, less decayed snags were salvaged, but

the loss of these snags was usually offset by the death of residual

trees that were injured during logging. In addition older, more decayed

snags were purposely knocked or pushed over or felled to comply with

safety and fire-control regulations. Notably, remnant snags were well-

represented aftr harvesting operations, probably because they were too

decayed to salvage and too short to pose serious safety and fire-
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control hazards.

Snags in natural and managed stands of Age Classes 100 and 200

were also analyzed using the definitions of decay groups (Fig. 6) to

obtain distributions of decay groups. I used this analysis to improve

the description of snags in older stands, since in older stands the

predictions of age of snags were imprecise, and age did not precisely

represent the state of decay of snags. My assumption that a series of

decay groups was generally correlated with the age of snags was met.

Decay Groups U, 12, 13, 21, 22, and 23 were 0 to 13 years old; 31, 32,

and 33 were li to 28 years old; and 131, 132, 133, 52, and 53 were 29

years old.

To supplement the verbal definitions of decay groups and to aid the

interpretation of distributions of decay groups, I drew snags represen-

tative of each decay group and calculated descriptive statistics for

each (Figures 15, 16, and 17). These visual representations of the

decay groups of snags relate my synthesis of the general process of

decay of Douglas-fir snags, in particular, and of coniferous snags in

general. Although based upon data from Douglas-fir snags in stands of

Age Classes 100 and 200+, the decay groups also represent snag succes-

sion in stands of Age Classes 35 and 70. The process of decay of snags

is variable because it is affected in rate and pattern by many environ-

mental factors (Kiimney and Furniss 19133). A general classification of

the process of decay of snags therefore has exceptions and contradic-

tion,

The mean number of decay groups in natural and managed stands of

Age Clasa 100 was not different (x2c1.0) (Fig. 20). Managed stands
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generally had lower percentages of sound and small snags than natural

stands.

The mean number of decay groups in managed stands of Age Class 10

was significantly less than the mean number of decay groups in natural

stands of Age Class 200 (x2a7.14, P(0.01) (Fig. 20). Comparisons

betleen the stands in these age classes revealed the effects of clearcut

logging upon populations of snags because the snags in stands of Age

Class 10 remained after the c].earcutting of stands in Age Class 2O0.

In natural stands of Age Class 2O0 all decay groups were represented

but snags 19 inches dbh were most numerous. Clearcutting, however,

increased the number of sound, small snags and decreased the number of

sound, large snags. During clearcutting many small trees were killed

and left, but sound, large snags were salvaged.

Riparian forests, in contrast to upland stands of Douglas-fir, are

an uneven-ag.d mixture of species The snags in riparian forests

reflected these differences in both the speci.s and kinds of snags

present.

In riparian forests of Age Class 70 red ald.rs were mature and many

recently dead trees were present (Fig. 21). The regression model of

Black Rock was applied to Douglas-fir snags in Age Class 70 of the CRS

to obtain predicted ages of snags In 70 Riparian the distribution of

predicted ages of snags was flat, a distinctly different distribution

than the hump-shaped one of upland Douglas-fir stands in Age Class 70.

This difference occurred because riparian forests develop differently

than upland Douglas-fir forests and produce Douglas-fir snags in a

different pattern.
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Deciduous snags and coni.ferou8 snags other than Dougla-fir

predominant in riparian stands of Age Class 100 and 200. The

distribution of decay groups of snags in these stands show that the

process of decay of snags varies by species (Fig. 21).

In the CR5, in general, managed stands of Age Classes 35, 70, and

100 had significantly lower densities of snags than natural stands, but

managed and natural stands in the CR8 had similar kinds of snags (in

ternw of decay groups). Managed plantations of Age Class 10 were an

exception to this trend. Compared to snag populations in natural stands

of Age Class 200k both the density of snags and the number of decay

groups of snags were significantly reduced. This result shows that the

conversion of old forest to young plantation by clearcutting had the

most detrimental effect upon populations of snags. Comparative results

between natural and managed stands, however, are a function of the

management. The effect of management upon populations of snags

would probably have been more noticeable if the stands in the CR5 had

been intensively managed.

In terms of volume snags are a small part of the wood in forest

stands (Fig. 22). Snags are a component of forest residues; forest

residues, in general, have many ecological functions in forests (U. S.

Forest Service 19Th).

The kinds and amounts of wood in Douglas-fir forests are changed by

forestry practices. The amount of living wood as trees is reduced durirg

harvesting operations; the magnitude of the reduction varied with the

type of silvicuitural system. In clearcutting all of the volume of

living trees was removed (10 Managed). In thinning the volume of trees
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was reduced with the intent of increasing the rate of growth of the

residual trees (35 arid 70 Managed). In partial cutting, sanitation or

salvage, the volume of living wood in trees was also partially reduced

(100 Managed). Clearcut logging usually increased the volume of dead

wood as down logs (10 Managed). The volume of down logs remained high

long after the c].earcut area regenerated (3 Natural). The volume of

down logs in other types of cutting may increase or decrease, depending

upon current economic markets. In this study all types of harvesting

operations reduced the volume of dead wood as snags.



DISCUSSION

The Agents of Natural Mortality of Trees and Their

Effects upon Populations of Snags

In forest ecosystems dead wood as snags and down logs occurs

because tress die. Trees are killed by many different agents of natural

mortality that affect the rates of production, sizes, predictions of age,

spatial distributions, and the process of decay of snags.

In dense, young stands of Douglas-fir ((60 years) the major agent

of natural mortality is suppression. Suppression mortality is a

function of interspecific competition for light and is density-dependent.

In open, older stands of Douglas-fir (60 years) wind, insects (Mitchell

1970), furigal diseases (Roth 1970), and lightning are the major agents

of mortality of trees. These agents haphazardly kill individual trees

or small groups of trees and are density-independent.

During forest succession the rate of mortality of trees decreased

because intraspecific competition for light decreases; mortality shifts

from density-dependent to density-independent. Density-dependent

mortality is composed of the smallest trees of Douglas-fir stands (Fig.

10) and is predictable by dbh (Staebler 19S3); therefore, the ages of

snags were predicted precisely in young stands (Table 6). Density-

independent mortality contains a wide range of tree sizes and is unpre-

dictable by dbh; therefore, the ages of snags were predicted less

precisely in older stands The mean dbhs of mortality increased during

forest succession because trees continue to grow in size-nd then die.



In analysis I used the rate of natural mortality of trees as

equivalent to the rate of production of snags. As mortality shifts

from density-dependent to density-independent during forest succession,

the correlation between the death rates of trees and th. production

rates of snags decreases because in older stands wind becomes a major

agent of mortality. Mortality of trees by windthrow does not produce

snags; therefore, in stands ) 90 years old the rate of production of

snags is considerably less than the rate of mortality of trees.

The spatial distributiOn of snags i8 also influenced by agents of

natural mortality of tree.. Generally snags are produced wherever

trees occur, but populations of snags in natural 8tandL3 of Douglas-fir

often exhibited some degree of aggregation (Table Iii). Patchiness

occurred in snag populationa because no snags existed in brushy or

grassy openings of non-stocking, windthrow, or Phellinus weirii (Mu.rr.)

Gilb .-infection of trees, and many snags existed in natural openings

where trees had been killed from wind, ice, and snow damage, or insects,

e.g., the Douglas-fir bark beetle Dendroctonus pseudotsugas Hopk..

The agents of natural mortality of trees not only affect the pro-

duction of snags but also the deterioration of snags. Agents of

mortality often increase the rate of deterioration of snags by changing

the state of decay of snags independent, of the process of decay. For

example, when a tree dies from a broken top its initial height and

original conditions of top, bark, and branches are altered before the

process of decay begins. When a tree dies from a heart rot, Fomes

pini ([Brot Fr) Karat. (Boyce 1932), the condition of internal

decay is changed even before the tree becomes a snag. However when a



tree dies after a bark-beetle attack its original conditions of top,

bark, branch, and decay are only changed slightly.

The effect of these various changes prior to the start of the

decay process of snags is a decreased correlation between the aging

and decaying of snags, which hypothetically, begin simultaneously at

time of tree death. For example if the three trees just described had

died simultaneously they would have different states of decay but the

same snag age. Consequently the states of decay of snags are not

empirically well-'epresented by ages of snags.

The Process of Decay of Snags and Its Effects

Upon Populations of Snags

Snag succession is the continous decay and eventual fall of snags

(Figures l, 16, 17). All snags decay, but the pattern and rate of

decay changes with each snag and the environment of that snag. Decay

therefore contributes significantly to the individual uniqueness of

snags.

The process of decay of snags is continuous and time dependent.

monitered this process by describing changes in the top, branches,

bark, height, and wood decay of snags; however, top, branches, bark,

and height changed noncontinously with the process of decay. After

the top of snags broke the variable of top was constant. When the

crown area of snags broke out the variable of branches was constant.

However changes in bark followed an erratic pattern as the top of snags

continued to break. After large decreases initially, the variable of



height changed little. Based on these external variables many snags

looked similar by age 30 to 140 years, and from then on their outward

appearance changed almost imperceptibly with time.

Actually, in larger snags l2 inches (31 cm) dbh) decay continues

internally, even after 30 to 140 years. The hypae of wood-destroying

fungi, when active, continually penetrate sound wood. Unlike top, bark,

branches, and height, internal decay Chaflges on a continuum throughout

the life of a snag. Consequently the ability to closely moniter the

changes in the internal decay of wood has the greatest potential to

determine a time frame for the process of decay of snags.

Decay of snags was the most difficult variable to evaluate The

condition of decayed wood varied across the diameter, around the circum-

ference, and along the height of a snag. These variable conditions

presented a sampling dilenmta. In this study I sampled the internal

decay of snags only within the outer two to six inches ( to iS cm) of

the bole at the base of the snag. Furthermore, the character of decayed

wood varied with the structure of the wood, e.g., sapwood or heartwood,

and the species of the attacking fungi, e.g., white or brown rot, sap or

heart rot. These variable qualities presented a descriptive problem.

In this study I described the internal decay of wood by broad, qualita-

tive characteristics, e.g., hardness: hard, firm, soft, very soft.

Although the differential effects of agents of tree mortality

naturally decrease the correlation between aging and decaying of snags,

I believe that refinement of my sampling and descriptive methods of

decay would improve the correlation between ages of snags and their

states of decay. Sample cores of wood taken at the base of snags could
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be used to isolate fungi, to measure the depth of penetration of fungal

hypae, and to quantify the specific gravity and moisture content of wood.

Felled snags could be dissected for aging and examination of the

pattern of decay along the bole, To estimate the ages of snags in even-

aged forests, the ages of trees at time of death could be subtracted

from the current mean age of living trees in the stand; however, this

method of estimation would be limited to early states of decay because

decay eventually obliterates annual rings.

The process of decay of snags ultimately determines the rate of

survival and longevity of snags. Larger snags stand longer because more

sound wood must be decayed. However the rate of the process of decay

changes with the environment of the snag. For sustained growth, wood-

destroying fungi require moderate temperatures and a balance of air and

water (Boyce 1961).

Douglas-fir forests in the Coast Range of Oregon are a harsh envir-

onment for wood-decaying fungi because cool to cold temperatures prevail

under the forest canopy. In addition, sy observations indicate that the

internal moisture content of snags varies from moist in dry months of

summer to saturated during wet months of winter. Under these environ-

mental conditions snags eight inches (20 cm) dbh can stand for over 60

years. Based upon this datum and observations in many stands, I have

suggested life spans of over 200 years for Douglas-fir snags )614 inches

()163 cm) dbh. Snags standing in areas opened by wildfires, insect

outbreaks, and clearcut logging are exposed to the extremes of moisture,

temperature, and wind. Such exposure probably shortens their longevity

relative to snags in closed forests.
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The species of snag also influences the rate of decay. From obser-

vations I conclude that bigleaf maple decays slower than red alder, but

both of these species decay faster than Douglas-fir. Coniferous species

decay, from slowest to fastest, as foUowa: western redcedar, Douglas-

fir, we8tern hemlock, and true firs (Abies spp.) (Kininey and Furniss

19).&3, Engelhardt 1957).

The Interation of Production and Deterioration of:'Snag8

and Its Effect upon Populations of Snags

Stated simply, the populations of snags in seral stands of Douglas-

fir are net products of the rates of production and survival of snags

(Table 5). The rates of production of snags are a function of forest

Succession; during forest succession the rates of production of snags

decreases because mortality shifts from density-dependent to density-

independent. The rates of survival of snags are a function of both snag

succession and forest succession. During snag succession the rate of

survival of snags decreases because decay advances. During forest suc-

cession, however, the overall rate of survival of snags increases because

larger snags are produced.

The dynamic nature of populations of snags can be swanarized in

terms of forest and snag succession (Fig. 11). In seral stands of

Douglas-fir populations of snags are dynamic because the rates of

production and survival of snags change continuously during forest and

snag succession. The characteristics and dynamics of snags should be

similar in forest types that are, as Douglas-fir forests, even-aged and

dominated by a single species of coniferous tree.



Forest Management in the Douglas-fir Region

and Its Effects upon Populations of Snags

In the Douglas-fir Region of the Pacific Northwest intensive forest

management is characterized by conversion of old-growth stands of

Douglas-fir, and establishment and maintainence of economic rotations

of 50 to 70 years, using vegetative control with herbicides, artifical

regeneration of Douglas-fir, thinning, and clearcutting (Bueter et. al.

1976). The sample stands in this study were managed less intensively

than this, but they had significantly lower densities of snags than

natural stands of Douglas-fir. Thinning and partial cuttir of stands not

only reduced the current densities of snags, but also will reduce the

future supply of snags by removal of live trees that were destined to

become snags. In this study thinning and partial cuttingS of; managed

stands did not significantly alter the kinds of snags present in natural

stands of Age Classes 35, 70, and 100. Clearcut logging, however,

significantly reduced both the number and kinds of snags present in

natural stands of Age Class 200".

Snags are a valuable habitat for wildlife, but relative to total

woody volume in Douglas-fir stands snags are a scarce resource. Clearly

some current practices of forest management decrease and alter natural

populations of snags, but future trends in forestry may change the snag

resource even more, Short rotations will prevent the natural production

of large snags, and large size is critical to the nesting success of

some larger species of hole-nesting birds (Bull 1975), In addition,

lower utilization standards and higher prices of wood allow economic

harvest of many snags. As demands for wood fiber expand in the future,



these trends will probably intensify (U. S. Forest Service 1973).

The elimination of snags would cause the reduction or even the

extirpation of many snag-dependent species now present in Douglas-fir

forests. Removal of snag-dependent, hole-nesting birds could cause

ecosystem instability because these birds function as biological

controls of many species of forest insects (West and

Spiers l99, Otvos 196S). To promote ecosystem stability snag-

dependent species must be maintained through inaintainence of the snag

resource (Appendix III).
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APPIDIX I: ADDITIONAL AND SUPPORTIVE DATA

The stands and snags, Coast Range Sample and Permanent Sample Plots, Western Oregon.

Kind of Kind of Age class Number of
Mean density
of snags, per

Number of snags:
Other

sample forest of forest stands acre (per ha) Douglas-fir coniferous Deciduous Total

Coast Natural 35 2 hS.2 (111.6) 128 0 132

Range (CR3)
70 2 60.6 (1h9.7) 125 2 11 138

100 19.5 (h8.2) 257 3 0 260

2OO 6 7.h (18.3) 265 hO 22 327

Managed 10 6 0.2 (0.5) lh 13 3 30

35 1 8.2 (20.3) 50 0 0 50

70 1 23.2 (57.3) 62 0 7 69

100 2 7.2 (17.8) 117 0 2 119

Riparian 70 1 11.0 (27.2) 51 6 119 176

100 2 2.9 (7.2) 6 39 Ii? 92

3 2.8 (6.9) 91 32 11 13b

Permanent Natural 35 1 330.0 (815.1) 66 0 0 66

Plots (PSP) 70 1 86.0 (212.b) 86 0 0 86

100 1 111.0 (3I.6) 112 0 0 Li2

33 1721



Calculation of Density of Snags from Point-to-snag Distances

(k0n0+k1n1-l+k2n2-l)

2 2

L3$6O ft2

where D=density, snags per acre.

k=the number of snags per point; k00, kl, k22.

nthe number of sample points; n0with no snags, n1with

one snag, n2=with two snags per point.

r0sr1=the maximum sample distance to snags, used for

and k1 points.

r2=the sample distance to the second closest snag, used

for k2 points.

xample calculation for a stand:

Total number of sample points35; n02, n1S, n228.

Maximum sample distance (r0)O feet.

trOOO ft2, Zr=l2QO ft2, r=363l7 ft2.

( (c)(2)+(l)()-l+(2)(28)-l)

= =15.1 snags

( OOO+l2OO+363l? 3.9
acre

560

68



1ecie.s

Armlllarjella mellea (Jahl. e: Pr.)Karst.

Loines canjanderi harst.

'orres officinalis (Vill. ex Fr.)Faull,

Pomes pjnj ([Brot.J Fr.)Karst.

Fomes pinicola (Scnw. ex i'r.)Cke.

C3mnoderma oregonense Nurr.

Pheilinus weirii (;:urr.)Gilb.

Polyporus abietinus QJicks.JFr.

Polorus gilvus (Schw.)Fr.

Polyporus schweinitzii Fr.

Po.Lyporus versicolor [LJFr.

Stereum sanguinolentum (Aib. & Schw.

Some Wood-decaying 'ungi of Snagsa

itype of docay°

Spongy root and butt rot

Light brown cubical rot
(top rot)

Dark brown cubical heart rot
(brown trunk rot)

Red ring rot (conk rot)

Crumbly brown cubical rot

Soft spongy white rot

Yellow laminated butt rot

Pitted sap rot

Creamy sap rot

Red brown butt rot
(butt rot)

Soft white spongy sap rot

ex Fr.)Fr. Red heart rot

Usual substrate°

Living conifers

Living conLers

Living conifers

Living conifers

Dead conifers and hardwoods

Dead conifers

Living and dead conifers

Dead conifers

Living and dead. hardwoods

Living conifers

Dead hardwoods

Living and dead. conifers

bniy species idAntified from sporophores; some sporophores inactive.

and iller (19Th).



Analysis of snag age (Y) and physical characteristics of snags (Xs) by stepwise multiple
linear regression, Burnt Woods Permanent Sample Plots, Tetern Oregon.

jiation: =l7.67-O.15HT+2.3LDClL-0.98DBH+5.91FOPC±l..

Si.iary Tablei Only variables significant at P0.00l.

Variable Multiple correlation Coefficient of

Step entered F to enter Significance coefficient, multiple determination,

Pnalysis of Variance Table:

Source Degrees of freedom Sum of squares 1ean square F

Total 65 978 .36L

Pegression 8Li.600 2l0.L00 93.8W
i.esidual 61 136,76t 2.21j2

Highly signific;mt, F<0.00l.

1 HT 152.399 0.000 0.839 0.70L

2 DC1t 33.)427 0,000 O.9B O.07
3 DBH 593 0.021 O.9O 0.823

li FOPC 16.3h2 0.000 0.927 0.860



Analysis of snag age (Y) and physical characteristics of snags (Xs) by stepwise multiple
linear regression, 1ack Rock Permanent Sample Plots, Western Oregon.

uaticn:

nalysis of Variance Table:

source Degrees of freedom uin of squares Mean square F

Total 77 2OO2.L6l
Regression ) 13Th.008 3L3.502 39.9O]Y
Residual 73 628.L53 8.609

ghly significant, Pc0.00l.

uraary Table: Only variables significant at P=O.00l.

Variable Coefficient ofMultiple correlation
tep entered F to enter Significance coeffient, P. multiple determination, P.2

1 BCI 77.037 0.000 0.710 O.O3
2 TOP 18.606 0.000 0.776 0.602
3 9.LO7 0.003 o.8o1 o.6L7

?OPC 9.11 0.003 O.82e 0.686



fknalysis of snag age (y) and physical characteristics of snags (Xs) by stepwise multiple
linear regression, Willamette Permanent 'aiile Plots, Western Oregon.

?=2 .96+ . 98DClL-0 .2L±l2 .).

Surrary Table: Only variables significant at P0.001.

Variable Iultiple correlntion Coefficient of
t.ep entered. F to enter Significance coefficient, R multiple determination,

1 DClL 11.260 0.002 O.167 0.220
2 .7.2S3 0.010 O.3L2

ina1ysi of Variance Table:

Source Degrees of freedom Sum of squares Mean square F

Total Lu 91Li9.071

kegresson 2 3129.281 l56Lt.6Lu0 10.137
Pesdual 39 6019.790 1h.3L

ighly significant, P<0.001.
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Analysis of snag age (I) and ohysical characteristics of snags (Xs)
by stepwise discriminant analysis, Willamette Permanent Sample
P1ot, Western Oregon.

Summary Table: Only variab]es significant at P=O.0l.

Standardized 1 iscrirninant Function Coefficientsa.

Classification FunctiDns:

ige class of snag Interval, years

=.82.13HT.O33cI+1.00ONK1 0-
+3.91D015+3.23D016,

2

3

Classification Natrix: Predicted age classes of snags.

'Ntnera off the diagonal are misclassified.

aThe higher the abso1ite value, the reater the importance of the
associated variable (Klecka 1975).

12-28 2- .35+0 .l0HT-5.9LECI-O .7800NK
+82oDc15+7 .93DC16.

29 =-L. 80+0 .O7HT-5 .5LBcI-1.29CONK
+8 .lSDclS+9.3oncl6.

1 2 3

1 8 3 1" 8/12
2 1 93 9/13
3 1 5 10 10/16

27/ti

Sten
Variable
entered F to enter U-statistic

1 NT 5.392 0.779
2 C16 2.251 0.69L
3 DC15 2.533 0.609

1.357 0.565
5 pcI 1,63t 0.516

1 2

HT -0.607 -0.415
BCI -0.Li0 0.520

CONK -0.571 0.091
0015 1.085 -1.051
DC16 l.L28 -0.181i



APPENDD( II:

Past Use of Snags by Woodpeckers, Permanent Sample Plots,

Douglas-fir Region, Western Oregon.

INTRODUCTION

Hole- or cavity-nesting birds use snags for foraging, nesting or

roosting, and some drumming (Otvoa l96, Gale 1973, Baker 1973, Wright

1971., McC].efland and Frissel 197S, Mannan 1977). In Oregon 143 species

of hole-nesting birds use snags (BrIght 1976); hole-nesters compose 20

to 140 percent, depending upon forest type, of breeding avifaunas in the

Pacific Northwest (Jackman 19714). Primary hole-nesters (lii species),

mostly woodpeckers, excavate their own cavities. Secondary hole-

nesters, such as chickadees, bluebirds, creepers and swallows, use the

abandoned cavities of woodpeckers for nesting sites (Table 1).

The objectives of this paper are to present information on the

numbers and kinds of snags used by woodpeckers in seral stands of

Douglas-fir, and to discuss some factors influencing the selective

use of snags by woodpeckers.
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Table. 1 Some animal species that Use snags&.

Downy woodpecker
Hairy woodpecker
Yellow-bellied sapsucker
Red-sha.fted flicker
Williamson' a sapsucker
White-headed woodpecker
Northern three-toed woodpecker
Black-backed woodpecker
Lewj woodpecker
Pileated woodpecker
Red-breasted nuthatch
White-breasted nuthatch
Pygmy nuthatch
Brown creeper
Mountain chickadee
Black-capped chickadee
Chestnut-backed chickadee
Western bluebird
Mountain bluebird
Tree swallow
Wood duck
Hooded merganser
Common (American) merganser
Buff ahead
Barrow's goldeneye
American goldeneye
House wren
Screech owl
Saw-whet owl
Pygmy owl
Fla1mulated owl
Great horned owl (occasional)
Spotted owl
Sparrow hawk
fl.ying squirrel
Douglas squirrel (chickaree)
Martft
Fisher
Raccoon
Red tree mouse (occasional)
Bats (several species)

8wight(19Th)
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METHODS

The Prmanent Sample Plots (PSP) composing the sample were: 2

O.lu.acre (O.Ol4ha) plots at Burnt Woods, age Ii]. years; 1 1-acre (O.ttha)

plot at Black Rock, age 62 years, and 3 1-acre plots on the Willainette

National Forest, age 120 y.ars. AU plots had high tree densities

that were dominated by Douglas-fir Pseudotsuga menziesii (Mirb.)

Franco.

On each PS? I recorded the past use of snags by woodpeckers as:

no sign of use (1), presence of foraging sign (2), and presence of

cavities (3) (Mannan 1977). Data were not species specific and

limited to woodpeckers because they leave signs of use.

1 used atepwise diecriininant analysis (Kiecka 197S) to examine

the relationships of use of snags and the physical characteristics of

snags. The dependent variable was woodpecker use (1, 2, 3) and the

independent variables were the physical characteristics of snags

(Table 2 of thesis).
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RESULTS

Changes in Use of Snags by Woodpeckers during Forest Succession

During forest succession the density of snags decreased and the

use of snags by woodpeckers increased (Fig. 1). At Burnt Woods

foraging use of snags was low, 21.2 percent (114 of 66), despite the

presence of over 300 snags per acre (7141 snags per ha). No cavities

were found. At Black Rock the density of snags decreased to 86 per

acre (212 per ha), but foraging use increased, 32.6 percent (28 of

86), and one cavity was found, 1.2 percent (1 of 86). At Wi].lamette

the use of snags by woodpeckers was highest but the number of snags

was lowest, only 114 snags per acre (3S snags per ha). Woodpeckers

used 66.7 percent (28 of 142) of the snags for foraging, and 26.2 per-

cent (11 of 132) of the snags had cavities.

Changes in Use of Snags by Woodpeckers during Snag Succession

The physical character of snags is dynamic because, once produced,

snags decay. The continuous decay and everttual fall of snags Is

defined as snag succession (Figures 1, 16, and 17 of thesis).

Woodpecker foraging of snags on the Burnt Woods PSPe was most

influenced by condition of branches (BC Iv) and internal decay (DC1S)

(Table 2). Classification functions, derived from discriminant

functions, predicted the use of snags by woodpeckers with >7 per-

cent precision. Snags foraged upon were internally decayed with few

or no branches. Snags not used for foraging were sound and retained

all their branches. Although snag age was not a precise predictor of
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Figure 1. Past use of snags by woodpeckers, Permanent Sample
Plots, Western Oregon.

Willame tte

Sign of foraging

- Cavities
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1 2

143
9*

143/52
7/114

o/66

*Nulnbers off the diagonal are misclassified.

aThe higher the absolute value, the greater the importance of the
associated variable (Klecka 1975).
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Tab1e 2. Analysis of woodpecker use of snags by stepwise
discriminant analysis, Burnt Woods Permanent
Sample Plots, Western Oregon.

Sunmary Table: Only variables significant at P=O.0l.
F to enter

Step Variable entered Variable removed or remove U-statistic

BCIV 8.237 0.886
2 ]Xl6 2.328 o.85i
3 DC15 1.075 o.80

BCIII 1.523 0.819
5 DC16 0.1425 0.825
6 FOPC 1.160 0.810

Standardized Dis criminant Function Coefficients

1
BCIV 0.969
DC15 -0.652

BCIII 0.1426
FOPC 0.1429

Classification Functions:

Use class of snag Type of use
1 none Y=-1 .11+3 ,00BCIII+2 .693C1V-O. 83FOPC

+1 .12DC15.

foraging c=-2 .38+14.13BCIII+S.91BCIV+l.37FOPC
-0 .33DC15,

Classification Matrix: Predicted use class of snags.



use by woodpeckers, data showed that snags foraged upon were )five

years old and averaged ten years of age.

At Black Rock use of snags for foraging was influenced most by

internal decay (DC 16) and condition of branches (BC I) (Table 3).

Classification functions predicted foraging use by woodpeckers with

a precision of nearly 80 percent. Bigleaf maple (Acer macrophyllum

Pursh) snags and sound Douglas-fir snags with al]. branches were not

used. Douglas-fir snags foraged upon had decayed sapwood and heart-

wood and averaged 11 years of age.

At Willamette woodpecker foraging of snags was most influenced

by decay condition (DC 15 and DC 114, Table 14). Classification

functions predicted use with an overall precision of 71 percent;

foraging and cavity use were predicted with about equal precision.

Unused snags had many branches and little decay and averaged 1].

years old. Snags with cavities had few or no branches and had

advanced internal decay (Table S) Snags foraged upon were similar

physically to snags with cavities The mean age of used snags was

31 years. The age difference between unused and used snags is not

accurate because the Willamette PSPs were remeasured at s-year

intervals or longer.
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Table 3. Analysis of woodpecker use of snags by stepwise
discrirninant analysis, Black ock Permanent
Sample Plots, Western uregon.

Summary

Classification Functions:

significant at

Classification Matrix: Predicted use class of snags.

*Nbers off diagonal are misclassified.

aThe higher the absolute value, the greater the importance of the

associated variable (Klecka 1975).
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Table: Only variables

Step Variable entered F to enter U-statistic

1 0016 10.1450 0.799
2 DC15 14.632 0.718
3 BCI II 2.787 0.672
14 DBH 2.376 0.6314

5 TOP 1.313 0.6114

6 BARK 2.1145 0.582

7 BCIV 2.152 0.551
8 SP2 1.880 0.525

1 2 3
1 148 6

14*
148/58

2 6'19 2 19/27
3 0 1/ i

68/86

Standardized Discriminant Function
1

Coefficientsa:

2

DC16 -0.681 0.309
0015 -0.307 0.5143

BOfli -0.1427 -0.1477

DBH -0.0149 0.699
TOP -0.1142 -0.618

BARK 0.617 0.057
BCIV -0.2814 0.005

SF2 0.560 0.228

Use class of snag Type of use,

1 none Y=-38.014+32 ,975p2+1.98DBHi-3 .614T0P3 .514
BCIII+1.23BCIV+0.61BARK+0 .SOoClS-3 .35DCl6

2 foraging Y=-35 .13+29,87SP2+2 .1303H+14 .62T0P+5 .79

BCII1+3 .29BCTV+0.S5BARK+1 .83DC15+0.114DC16
3 cavity =-50.714+30.91SP2+3.07DBH-1.S7T0P-3 .147

BCIII-1 .23BC1v+o.65BARK+14 .1460c152. 77DC16



Table 14. Analysis of woodpecker use of snags by stepwise
discriniinant analysis, Willariette permanent
Sample Plots, estern Oregon.

*Reflaining variables not valuable for classification.

Standardized Discriniinant Function Coefficientsa:

1 2

L)C114 -0,6914
AGE -0.82 0.71S
BCI -0.126 0.6

DC1S -0.877 0.918

Classification Functions:

Use class of snag Type of use

1 none Y=-1 .220.0AGE+0 .16sc1+1 .09DC114
+1 .lDclS.

2 foraging _5 .02+0.114AGE+0.7BCI+l.91DC114
2.6OJ)C1.

3 cavity -14. 71+0.l9AGE+6.0BCI+0.63DC114
+3 .23DC15.

*Nurnbers off the diagonal are misclassified.

aThe higher the absolute value, the greater the irortance of the
associated variable (Klecka 1975).
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Suiiiary Table: Only variables significant at P0.Ol.

Step Variable entered F to enter U-statistic

1 DC1L 0.780
2 AGE 3.27 o.66

3 BCI 2.1450 0.87
14 DC1S 1.860* 0.32

DC16 2.8114

6 BCIV 2.617 0.397
7 ?OPC l.58 0.363

8 SF2 l.07 0.3b1

Classification Matrix: Predicted use class of snags.

1 2 3
1 1 l 7/9
2 3 1 14 15/22
3 0 38 8/li

30/142



Table 5. Physical characteristics of snags with cavities, Permanent Sample Plots, Western Oregon.

Location Stand age, Snag age, DBH, Height, Cavity Top Branches Bark, % Fungi Decay Decay
ft(m) height,

ft (in)

years years in(cxn) s ffJb GroupC

Ll none foundBurnt Woods

Black Rock 62 10 11(28) 53(16.2) LO (12 2) Broken All 100 FOCA ii
sb 22

Willamette 120 13 7 10(25) 30( 9.2) 28( 8.5) Broken None 90 FOCA D S 32

13±7 15(38) 77(23.5) 67(20.)4) Broken All 100 - 0 S 22

23±2 15(38) h6(1L.0) 30( 9.2) Broken None 35 FOPC D S 32

23t2 2)4(61) L9 ( 11 .9) L2 (12 .8) Broken None 90 - I) S 33

28±2 13(33) 33 (10 .1) 27( 8.2) Broken None 10() FOCA D S 32

3 Lt2 1)4(36) 25( 7.6) 23( 7.0) Broken None 100 - B S 32

3Lt2 21(53) 33(10.1) Not taken Broken None 100 FOPC B B L3

3Lt2 22(56) 35(10.7) Not taken Broken None 100 - S S 33

39±2 9(23) 23( 7.0) 21( 6.)4) Broken None 100 FOCA B B

10(25) 20( 6.1) 1)4( )4.3) Broken None 90 FOPC B S 32

58±2 9(23) 29( 8.8) 2L( 7.3) BrOken None 90 - B B L2
2FOCAFomes canjanderi. Karst., FOPCFomes pinicola (Schw. ex Fr.)Cke.
hSsapwood, }=heartwood, Dd ecayed, S=sound
CFjgiares 6, 15, 16, and 17 of thesis.



DISCUSSION

Woodpeckers and Forest Succession

The use of snags by woodpeckers increased during forest succesalon

because the size of snags increases (Fig. 10 of thesis). Foraging

increased because large snags provide both the preferred habitat

of many species of wood-eating insects (Keen 1952') and a long-term

source of food (Fig. 18 of thesis). Excavatlon of cavities increased

because woodpeckers select large snags for nesting sites (Gale 1973,

Jackman l971, Bull 1975, Mcclelland. and Frissel 1975).

In young stands of Douglas-fir woodpecker foraging on snags was

low because only small snags are present. Small snags have small

volumes of wood that dry out quickly, which is poor habitat for

larvae of wood-boring beetles (Busprestidac, Ceraxnbycidae). Wood-

peckers forage in young stands because several species of bark-

beetles (Scolytus app.) that use small snags are present in young

stands (Keen 1952).

Little to no nesting by woodpeckers occurred in young stands be-

cause most snags are too small for nesting sites. Even snags with

high nesting potential, large and decayed, were not used in young

stands at Burnt Woods and Black Rock; the lack of use of these snags

is probably related to habitat factors of young stands.

I believe, that some suitable nest snags in young stands were not

used by woodpeckers because the surrounding population of small snags

is unable to support, temporally or numerically, a sufficient energy

base (wood-boring insects) for woodpeckers to fledge their young.
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Mannan (1977) found little to no woodpecker foraging in young stands

during the breeding season, and an increase in foraging in young

stands during non-breeding seasons. High tree densities may decrease

the use of snags in young stands, because dense stands may impede the

maneuverability of larger woodpeckers (Mannan 1977:17).

Woodpeckers and Sug Succession

Woodpecker foraging on snags increased with snag succession be-

cause decay of snags and the activity of wood-eating insects are

inseparable, and in large snags the activity of insects flourishes

until deterioration of wood is nearly complete (Furniss 1937, Kianey

and Johnson 19143, Wright and Harvey 1967). The foraging use of

highly decayed snags, such as remnant snags, decreases (Mannan 1977)

because few insect species, other than carpenter ants Cainponotus app.

and termites Terines app., are present.

cavation of cavities by woodpeckers also increased with snag

succession because the wood of snags becomes softened and easier for

woodpeckers and other primary hole-nesters to drill. Cavities of

primary hole-nesting birds are conunonly excavated within ten feet (3m)

of the broken top of snags (Table 5).

Cavities are excavated near the tops of snags because the upper

sections of snags decay before the base of snags. Hypae of wood-

decaying fungi penetrate upper sections of snags faster because tops

are smaller in diameter, The tops of snags break out at points along

the bole where the penetration of fungal hypae is deepest (Wright and

Harvey 1967), thus the very top is often the most decayed part of
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snags. Furthermore, the upper sections of snags are less decay

resistant than the base because tops contain smaller amounts of

extractives that are toxic to wood-decaying fungi (Boyce 1961).

Finally, decay often begins at the top of snags because the moist,

exposed heartwood of broken tops or broken limbs is an ideal in-

fection court for most wood-decaying fungi (Boyce 1923). A part-

ica].arly important fungi in this regard is top rot Fomes canjanderi

Karat., a heart rot that infecta live Douglas-fir trees with broken

tops and often remains active even after tree death (Roth 1970). I

observed that a coninon condition at the top of Douglas-fir snags is

internally decayed heartwood encased by its own thin, hardened shell.

In old stands of Douglas-fir (>100 years) I found a much higher

percent of past cavities in snags (26.1 percent) than Mannan (1977)

found in natural stands of Age Class 100 (1.8 percent) and 200k (5.t

percent). A possible reason for this high use of snags on the

Willamette PSPs is that the PSPs functioned as refuges of snags, since

the forested area surrounding the PSPa had been partially cut and had

lower densities of snags. Although a high proportion of false cavities

would have increased the count of past cavities, I felt certain that

moat counted cavities were not false and I confirmed many as repre-

sentative past cavities. In addition, Mannan found no past cavities in

snags produced by Douglas-fir forests younger than 70 years old. I

found data contrary to this: it is possible for some species of wood-

peckers, perhaps smaller ones, to nest or roost in 70 years-old stands

(Table S). Nevertheless 70 year-old stands are poor woodpecker habitat

relative to Douglas-fir stands >100 years old.
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The analysis of use of snags indicated that woodpeckers dis-

criminated and selected among snags by their condition of branches

and decay, Selection for decayed snags insures woodpeckers a supply

of wood-eating insects and softened wood for excavation of cavities.

But decay in snags is an internal condition and a searching woodpecker

would have to light upon snags to test them for decay. However the

condition of branches is not only a function of decay but also a

highly visible condition; therefore, I believe that woodpeckers use

the condition of branches to select snags in the proper state of

decay. By associating the condition of branches with the condition

of decay, woodpeckers may develop a "search image" (Kilham 1971)

for Douglas-fir snags with fsw or no branches. This search image

may be especially important in selecting nest sites. On the PSPs

most snags with cavities had no branches (Table ). As Kilham suggests,

the presence of fungal sporophorea may also influence selection of nest

snags (Table ). Mannan (1977) found most of the active nests of

hole-nesting birds in snags with few or no branches, but this trend

varied with species. A woodpeckers search image of foraging snags

is different because a succession of wood-eating insects use snags

from time of death until nearly complete decomposition (Furniss 1937,

Kiumey and Furniss l913, Wright and Harvey 1967).

The aging of snags and the woodpecker use of snags are both

generally correlated with the decaying of snags, but the age of snags

does not predict precisely the use of snags by woodpeckers. Snag

age, however, does provide a time frame for snag-woodpecker relation-

ships. Generally woodpeckers forage upon snags of all ages, but they
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use sound snags < years old and highly decayed snags >100 years old

less frequently. Although woodpeckers excavate cavities in snags <10

years old, they generally use decayed snags >20 years old more often.

The relative difference in ages of unused and used snags on the PSPs

indicates that substantial time is required for Douglas-fir snags to

become useful to woodpeckers.

On the PSPs the physical characteristics of snags alone predicted

the use of snags by woodpeckers with a mean precision of about 7

percent. Natural variations in the rate and pattern of snag succession

cause some of this imprecision. However the use of snags by wood-

peckers is also influenced by factors other than the physical character

of snags. Habitat factors, such as the location of snags relative to

other snags, down logs, stumps, water, and the feeding and nesting

territories of other birds, also cause woodpecker use of snags to

be leas predictable.



APPE2IDIX III:

Snags as Wildlife Habitat: Ecology and Suggestions for

Management in the Douglas-fir Region of the Pacific

Northwest

INThODUCTION

Snags are standing dead trees or standing sections of dead tress

(Fig. 1). They are wildlife habitats in forest ecosystems.

A diverse fauna use snags (Baker 1973). Snags are critically

important as nesting sites for at least 50 species of animals (Wight

19714, Bright 1976). Within this snag-dependent fauna hole-nesting

birds have received the most study (Gale 1973, Jackman 19714, Balda

1975, Bull 1975, Conner et al. 1975, McClefland and Frissel 1975,

Mannan 1977). Primary hole-nesters, mostly woodpeckers, excavate

their own cavities in snags. The abandoned cavities of woodpeckers

provide nesting sites for secondary hole-nesters, such as bluebirds,

awallows and chickadees, that do not excavate cavities. As a group

hole-nesting birds are a large part, 20 to 140 percent depending upon

forest type, of total breeding avifaunas in Pacific Northwest forests

(Jackman 19714). Hole-nesting birds help control many species of

forest insects at endemic levels, thus averting or lengthening the

time between insect outbreaks (McCambridge and Knight 1972, Kendeigh

19147),

In the Douglas-fir Region of Western Oregon current practices of

forest management affect the snag resource adversely with a concomitant

effect upon snag-dependent wildlife.. Managed stands of Douglas-fir
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had significantly lower densities of snags than natural forests. The

most detrimental effect upon the snag resource, however, occurred

during conversion of old forests (>100 years) to young forests

through clearcutting, when both the density and kinds of snags were

significantly reduced. Most snags are eliminated purposely to comply

with safety and fire-control regulations. Other snags are knocked

over during harvest operations and some snags are salvaged. Intensive

forest management of private lands may decrease and alter the snags

resource even more.

Forest management is intensifying because both the demand and

economic value of wood continues to increase (U.S. Forest Service'

1973). These conditions create an incentive to lower utilizatioa

standards of wood and shorten the rotation age of Douglas-fir forests.

During multiple thinnings and sanitation or salvage cutting trees that

are small, decayed or dead, or otherwise defective will be removed.

The removal of these kinds of trees will reduce the future supply

of snags. Furthermore, current estimates of future rotation ages

on conmer1ca1 forest lands in Western Oregon are O years for private

industry and 70 years for public agencies (Beuter et al. 1977) These

young forests produce only 8mall snags and small snag. do not provide

nest sities for larger species of woodpeckers (Bull 197S). Intensive

management of Finnish forests reduced populations of hole-nesting

birds because snags were eliminated (Haapanen l96). Nest 'boxes are

now distributed throughout European forests in an attempt to reesta-

blish or replenish populations of hole-nesting birds as effective

biological controls of forest insects (MacKenzie l92)



The Dynamics of Populations of Snags

Stated simply, the production and survival of snags determine the

characteristics and dynamics of populations of snags. In seral stands

of Douglas-fir the net products of the interaction between rates of

production and survival are standing crops of snags (Fig. 2).

Standing crops of snags are changing continuously during forest

succession; therefore, the standing crops presented in Figure 2

apply only to the given sample times.

I used the rate of natural mortality of trees as equivalent to

the rate of production of snags (Fig. 3). In seral stands of Douglas-

fir the standing crops or densities of snags (Fig. 2) decrease because

the rate of production of snags decreases during forest succession.

The rate of production of snags, however, becomes lower than the rate

of mortality of trees because in stands >90 years old wind kills a

high proportion of trees, but windthrow does not produce snags.

Also each standing crop of snags has few young and old snags and

more middle-aged snags. Fewer young snags are present because again

the rate of production of snags decreases during forest succession.

Fewer older snags are present because snags decay and fail (Fig. 1),

and the rate of survival of snags decreases with the age of snags

(the time since tree death) (Fig. ). Each standing crop has older

snags present because during forest succession larger snags are pro-

duced and larger snags stand longer.

The Dynamics of Snag-Wildlife Relationships
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Hole-nesting birds use the standing crops of snags in aeral

Jougias-.fir forests (Fig. 6). The past use of snags by woodpeckers

indicates a preference for older stands of Douglas-fir ('100 years)

for both foraging and nesting. Current breeding densities of hole-

nesting birds support this evidence because their densities increased

during forest succession. Older stands of Douglas-fir produce the

largest snags (19 inches (148cm) dbh). Large snags have greater

nesting potential to hole-nesting birds (Gale 1973, Bull 1975,

Conner et al. 1975). Large snags also have greater foraging potential

to woodpeckers because, in addition to standing longer, they are the

preferred or required habitat of many species of wood-eating insects

(Klmniey and Furniss 19143, Keen 1952).

Past use of snags by woodpeckers also indicates a preference for

snags with advanced decay for both foraging and ne8ting, e.g., Decay

Groups 33, 143 and 53, Fig. 14. Current use of snags by woodpeckers

supports this evidence (Mannan 1977, Tables 5 and 8). In older

Douglas-fir forests ('100 years) woodpeckers foraged upon snags in all

states of decay, but used both sound snags and highly decayed snags

less often. Foraging use of snags by woodpeckers is correlated with

the activity of wood-eating insects, which generally increases with

the process of decay, but decreases when deterioration is nearly

complete (Kinmey and Furniss 19143, Keen 1952, Wright and Harvey 1967).

Furthermore wood-destroying fungi, often Fomes pinicola (Schw. ex Fr)

Cke., soften the dead wood of snags, thus allowing easier excavation

of cavities by woodpeckers. Consequently the nesting potential of

snags also increases with the process of decay (Gale 1973, 1Jackman
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19714, Conner et a].. 1975, McCle].land and Friasel 1975), The process

of decay of snags is generally correlated with the age of snags and

older snags have more cavities (Table 1). Nesting use of highly

decayed remnant snags decreased because the wood is structureless and

nearly nonsupportive; however, nuth&tches prefer this condition of

decay (Mannan 1977).

In young stands of Douglas-fir (<70 years) the activity of wood-

peckers is low because most snags are small (l2 inches (31cm) dbh).

Many of these snags are too small for nesting sites of larger wood-

peckers, and they support few species of wood-boring insects (Keen

1952). Even the few snags in young stands that are suitable (large

and decayed) for nesting are generally not used, possibly because the

surrounding population of small snags do not support, numerically or

temporally, a sufficient energy base (wood-eating insects) for wood-

peckers to fledge their young, High tree densities in young stands,

may limit the use of snags because the stand is too dense for larger

species of woodpeckers maneuver (Mannan 1977).

Implications of Forest Management and Snag-Wildlife

Relationships

As a group the nisintalnence of hole-nesting birds requires the

maintainence of Douglas-fir stands >100 years old, which naturally

contain snags that are l9 inches dbh and in different states of decay.

Within the context of forest management how do land managers provide

these habitat requirements?
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Table 5. Physical characteristics of snags with cavities, Permanent Sample Plots, Western Oregon.

Location Stand age, Snag age, DBH, Height, Cavity Top Branches Bark, Fungi Decay Decay

years years in(crn) ft(m) height,
ft(m)

aFOCA=Fomes canjanderi Karst., FOPCFo
bSNsaplood, i-P.=heartwood, D=decayed,
°Figures 6, 15, 16, and 17 of thesis,

mes pinicola (Schw. ex Fr.)Cke.
S=sound

conksa ; :-i Group°

Burnt Woods 141 none found

Black Rock 62 10 11(28) 53(16.2) 140(12.2) 3roken All 100 F3CA 22

Willamette 120 13±7 10 ( 25) 30( 9.2) 28( 8.5) Broken None 90 FOCA 0 S 32

13 + 7 15(38) 77(23.5) 67(20.14) 3roken All 100 0 S 22

23±2 15(36) 146(114.0) 30( 9.2) Broken None 35 FOPC 0 S 32

23±2 214(61) 149(114,9) 142(12.8) Broken None 90 - 33

28±2 13(33) 33(10.1) 27( 8.2) Broken None 100 F'OCA 32

3 142 114(36) 25( 7.6) 23( 7.0) Brcken None 100 OS
314 t2 21( 53) 33(10.1) Not taken Broken None 100 FOPO O 143

314±2 22(56) 35(10.7) Not taken Broken None 100 - S 33

39±2 9(23) 23( 7.0) 21( .14) Broken 'one 100 F'OCA O 142

1414±2 10(25) 20( 6.1) 1li( 14.3) Broken None 90 FOPC

58±2 9(23) 29( 8.8) 214( 7.3) Broken None 90 - DO 142
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In the Douglas-fir Region of the Pacific Northwest the major

obstacle to providing older stands of Douglas-fir (>100 years) is the

conversion of old stands to young stands and the subsequent establish-

ment of rotation ages <100 years. I believe that. the key to maintaining

old stands of Douglas-fir, especially on public lands, is comprehensive

land-use planning.

Land-use planning defines, among other things, commerical and

nonconmieruial forest lands. Commercial lands are designated for

intensive timber production. Noncommercial lands are designated for

other uses or extensive timber management, such as wilderness, research

areas, riparian forests, and unique or hazardous areas. These areas

would be unmanaged or managed on long rotations.

I believe that noncommercial forest lands represent the most

dependable vehicle of snag-wildlife management because these lands

would suppiy both the old stands of Douglas-fir and the large snags

that are necessary to maintain many species of hole-nesting birds,

while avoiding direct conflicts with intensive forest management.

Sufficient amounts of noncommerical lands interdispersed with com-

mercial land would maintain stability within forest ecosystems by

providing different types and age classes of forests that support

diverse fauna, including populations of hole-nesting birds as biological

controls of forest insects. The sufficient amount of noncommerical

forest lands has yet to be determined.

To supplement snag management on noncoinmerical lands, snag-

wildlife management must also occur on commercial forest lands. Snags

must be maintained on commercial lands because some species of hole-
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nesting birds ne8t in snags in clearcuts (common flicker, western

bluebird) and forge in clearcuta (many woodpeckers). In addition,

some large areas of commercial forests may not be adequately inter-

dispersed with noncommercial land. To insure viable and effective

populations of hole-nesting birds in these areas, snags must be main-

tained on commercial lands.

On commercial forest lands the habitats to be managed are Indivi-

dual snags and individual trees for future snags The land manager

is now responsible for the inaintainence of snags because the activities

of intensive forestry disrupt the natural production and survival

rates of snags.

Two related approaches are necessary to supply snags during the

entire rotation of commercial forests. First, during the conversion

of old, natural stands to young, managed forests the largest snags

should be conserved. The conservation of large snags is imperative

because the subsequent commercial stands will be harvested before

they can naturally produce large snags Also when thinning or

partially cutting previously uncut stands, large snags and cull trees

should be conserved; selected snags and cull trees should be treated

as part of the residual stand.

Conserving large snags benefits both forestand wildlife managers.

Large snags are maintained easiest because generally they stand

longer. Large snags also provide the best and longest lasting foraging

and nesting habitat for woodpeckers. Management of snags for wood-

peckers is also management for secondary hole-nesters because

secondary hole-nestera use the abandoned cavities of woodpeckers for
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nests and roosts. Consequently conserving snags that already have

cavities may be particularly helpful in managing for secondary hole-

nesting wildlife (McClelland and Frissel l97S). Snags with cavities

can continue to indicate high nesting potential for woodpeckers also

because woodpeckers do excavate numerous cavities in the same snags

(Mannan 1977).

During stand conversion snags in all states of decay should be

conserved; the structure of the population should be more snags of

intermediate states of decay relative to sound and highly decayed snags.

As a group hole..nosting birds use the continuum of decayed snags (Fig.

6); therefore, conserving snags over the continuum of states of decay

provides the opportunity for continuous use.

On commercial Douglas-fir forests managed on 7O-year rotations

conservation of snags alone would provide snags throughout at least one

rotation. However, assuming that few or no snags would be produced

during the commercial rotation, this 8Upply of snags would eventually be

depleted because snags naturally decay and fall. Consequently a second

approach to snag management is necessary.

During commercial rotations the supply of snags must be replenished

by allowing trees to die naturally and remain standing or by killing

trees, preferably large ones, to create snags. Trees with broken tops,

trees infected with heart rots, e.g., Fomes pini((rot)Fr.) Karat.,

or Fomes canjanderi Karat., and trees otherwise diseased or defective

are the best future snags if they are large enough (>13 inches dbh).

Cull trees should be killed periodically during the latter half of the

rotation period to allow them to attain the necessary dbh and to simulate
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natural production of snags. Providing cull trees for future snags

requires continuous planning because they are often thinned early in

the rotation period. When the stand reaches rotation age and is

presumably clearcut, variously decayed, large snags. are maintained for

the next rotation. When harvesting all snags that are present will not

b. maintained; this simulates the natural fall of snags.

During conservation and creation of snags the location of snags

in management units and on the terrain must be considered. The

forest manager must locate snags in areas where safety and fire

hasards are minimized; e.g. away from roads, skid and skyline trails,

ridges, and fire lines; or in draws and the edges of management units

(Workmen' a Compensation Board 1969, Oregon State Forestry Department

19733).

Areas with low fire danger and little activity can maintain snags

easiest. Long-term maintainence is necessary because snags, while

capable of becoming nesting sites 5 years after tree death, often do

not become suitable for nesting until ages 15 to 30 years (Table 1).

To minimize safety and fire hasarda conserve, when possible, snags 5O

feet in height. Hole-nesting birds excavate most cavities at heights

(SO feet (Jackman 19Thb). Operational hazards may be further reduced

by conserving or creating snags patches. Snag patches that are dis-

tributed over an area could be maintained easier than scattered

individual snags, simulate the natural distribution of snags, and

benefit some species of hole-nesting birds (Bull 1975).

The densities of snags required to support naturally diverse

populations of hole-nesting birds are now being estimated. Estimates
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vary from suggestions to maintain 2 to 14 snags per acre (Gale 1973,

Balda 1975, Pierovich et al. 1975) to complex, calculations involving

species-specific requirements for territories and snags, and desired

management levels (Thomas et al. 1976). Snags used for management

should be provided by both conservation and creation; however, careful

conservation and maintainence of existing or naturally produced snags

reduces the number of live trees that need be dedicated for future

snags.

In the Pacific Northwest, future commerical stands of Douglas-fir

will likely be 70 years old. Similarly aged natural stands of Douglas-

fir are relatively poor habitats for woodpeckers; woodpeckers prefer

Douglas-fir stands >100 years old. Intensive forestry however speeds

succession; consequently, commercial stands 60 to 70 years old may

resemble natural stands 90 to 100 years old because commercial stands

will have lower densities of trees through multiple thinninge and

larger trees through thinning and fertilization. Intensive forest

management therefore could increase the activity of woodpeckers in

young stands of Douglas-fir if snags are also managed and maintained.

In the context of forest management, including safety and fire-

control regulations, the rule for snag-wildlife management should be

conserve and create, and manage and maintain as many snags as possible.

Even though large snags generally stand longer, the longevity of any

individual snag is unpredictable, and the activities of forest manage-

ment reduce the longevities of snags of all sizes. And even though

large snags are generally used for both foraging and nesting by wood-

peckers, the selection of any individual snag for use is also unpre-
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dictable, especially nesting use of snags. Under these naturally

unpredictable conditions management for too few snags or single kinds

of snags is unsound biologically. Conserving and creating, and

managing and maintaining as many snags as possible insures that

sufficient snags exist so that woodpeckers, and snag-dependent

wildlife in general, retain the freedom to select the proper SrLaga

necessary for their survival.


